Raising the Bar On Infusion Safety: A Patient Safety Program at Catholic Health Initiatives

Friday, June 24, 2016
12 p.m. – 1 p.m. Eastern

The AAMI Foundation and the National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists (NACNS) are working together to offer a series of complimentary Patient Safety Seminars to highlight how hospitals are addressing patient safety issues related to complex healthcare technology and in particular, infusion therapy safety.

This seminar presents the work of Mary Kane of Catholic Health Initiatives and its improvements in the area of drug library compliance with smart infusion devices.

Scheduled for Friday, June 24th from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Eastern, “Raising the Bar on Infusion Safety: A Patient Safety Program at Catholic Health Initiatives” and promises to be a very interesting look at the challenges and benefits to implementing infusion therapy safety initiatives.

After the seminar, it is expected that attendees will be able to:

- Describe the implementation process for Catholic Health’s infusion safety initiative.
- Outline the results of these initiatives to date and identify ongoing/future initiatives.
- Discuss lessons learned in this initiative and how other hospitals might use that information.
- Communicate the goals and objectives of the AAMI Foundation’s Coalition and with patient safety leadership at their institution.

SPEAKER:

- Mary Kane, RN, MS
  Vice President, Regional Chief Nursing Informatics Officer
  Catholic Health Initiatives

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Members of multi-disciplinary teams at healthcare delivery organizations who have roles in alarm system management, including nurses, physicians, project managers, healthcare technology professional, biomedical and clinical engineers; patient safety managers; IT specialists, and others involved in alarm management.

NURSING CEU’s
This activity has been submitted to the Alabama State Nurses Association for approval to award contact hours. Alabama State Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.
TO REGISTER:

Complimentary seminar, no registration fees required. If you would like to obtain nursing CE credit, the charge will be $25 for the credit, payable following the seminar. Further details on how to obtain the credit will be giving during the seminar.

To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3245311197268717057
Phone Number: (562) 247-8422
Access Code: 812-877-096

If you are unable to attend this seminar, it will be available at a later date on the AAMI Foundation’s National Coalition for Infusion Therapy Safety website.

ABOUT THE NATIONAL COALITION

The National Coalition for Infusion Therapy Safety was launched in March 2015, in Annapolis, MD. Since that time, four teams have been formed to work on the issues identified by the 100+ stakeholders that attended. The four teams are focused on: (1) improving drug library compliance, (2) reducing non-clinically actionable pump alarms, (3) disseminating multiple-line education developed by HumanEra, (4) and, developing infusion-therapy-safety-related questions hospital C-Suite executives should ask themselves to determine if they have safe systems in place. The teams are planning deliverables that include Patient Safety Seminars, Safety Innovation Series white papers, and regional events.

To learn more visit: http://www.aami.org/PatientSafety/content.aspx?ItemNumber=1523&navItemNumber=3084

ABOUT THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALISTS

Founded in 1995, The National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists is the only association representing the clinical nurse specialist (CNS). CNSs are advanced practice registered nurses who work in a variety of specialties to ensure high-quality, evidence-based, patient-centered care. As leaders in health care settings, CNSs provide direct patient care and lead initiatives to improve care and clinical outcomes, and reduce costs. NACNS is dedicated to advancing CNS practice and education, removing certification and regulatory barriers, and assuring the public access to quality CNS services.

To learn more visit www.nacns.org

THANK YOU INDUSTRY PARTNERS!

The AAMI Foundation expresses its gratitude to the industry partners listed below for providing financial support in order to make this Patient Safety Seminar series free of charge to all participants. The companies had no role in the development of the content of the webinars, and the seminars do not contain commercial content. Any industry speakers at the webinar were selected for their topic expertise by a multi-disciplinary planning AAMI Foundation committee of volunteer leaders. None of the supporting organizations of the series were involved in any way in seeking, discussing, or otherwise participating in these partnership agreements. All of the costs of the seminar series were managed by the AAMI Foundation.
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